We hope to greet you as a guest on one of our rentals. Please take a few minutes to review the following areas.

OPERATOR
Bosenberg Motorcycle Excursions Leon A. Heindel GmbH. All rights reserved. Mainzer Str. 54
55545 Bad Kreuznach, Germany. Tel. (0 11)+49-671-6371-12, Fax (0 11)+49-671-6371.53.

1. RESERVATIONS and DEPOSITS:
Booking reservations can be made by mail, fax or e-mail. A deposit of US $500 is required, and must be received by bank wire transfer in US$ or
bank funds wire transfer in CHF (issued invoice for a group should be made with check(s)
drawn on a U.S. bank in US$ or/and a bank wire transfer in CHF) or
drawn on a U.S. bank in US$ made out to BME or with a
credit card. Final balance payment for one
model can be by credit card. Final balance payment for one
issued invoice for a group should be made with check(s)
drawn on a U.S. bank in US$ or/and a bank wire transfer in CHF or/and a
credit card. Final balance payment for one
model (for which you have reserved) must be at least 18 years of age, possess a valid motorcycle
license, and has been confirmed and invoiced, and this change requires
a deposit of US $500. A charge of US $5
or CHF when submitting a rental application. Reservations are not
confirmed until a deposit is received. Bank wire transfers
should be arranged without any charges or fees for BME.
The final balance payment (per our invoice to you) is due upon arrival at the rental center. A safety and security deposit is required and
is authorized in all countries of Europe and you are provided
an International Motor Insurance Card. For use in Eastern
European countries only, Bosenberg Motorcycle Excursions
(Germany, Italy), 2 hard side-cases or leather side bags or soft side
bags and/or roll bags (dependent upon model and dealer).
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